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Abstract
With the rapid development of computer network and information technology, the Internet has been suffering from a
variety of security attacks over the past few years. Attacks have become both numerous and complex, and the defender
can not understand. In order to understand and defend against cyber attacks, it is necessary to understand the kind of
attack. In this paper, we study computer and network attacks, and introduce a classification of them and propose a cyber
attack classification called DMAT (Defense-oriented Multidimensional Attack Taxonomy). We use nine categories to
describe the characteristic of the attack, which are attack target, attack impact, attack purpose, attack cost, attack
exploiting, attack source, attack automation, attack loss and defense. The ninth category in the DMAT, classification by
defense, is used to provide the defender with instructions of how to defense an attack. Compared to the existing
taxonomies, our taxonomy efficiently classifies complex attacks and guide the defender to defense the possible attack.
Keywords: Network Security, Attack Survey, Attack Taxonomy, Attack Defense
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1. Introduction
Classification of attack is an important aspect of network
security research, scientific and reasonable classification
classification for network security has important reference
value. Against the existing classification methods do not
meet the basic requirements of taxonomy, without
considering the dependence of the characteristics of attack
and defense strategies. Taking into account the size of the
computational complexity of the offensive and defensive
strategies, we must study the taxonomy of network and
computer attack.
Currently, researchers have conducted a lot of research
work in the attack classification. But so far, no attacks on
computer networks and a widely accepted classification. The
main purpose of any such classification is proposed
classification features, wherein the classification of the
object is fully described.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses resrarch taxonomy for network and computer
attack.The new attack taxonomy is presented in Section 3. In
Section 4, we discuss our analysis method along with the
preliminary results. Section 5 concludes this paper with a
brief description of future work.
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2. Survey of Network and Computer Attack Classifica tion [1]
In our previous work[1], we have investigated and discussed
the taxonomy related to the computer and network attacks
before several. Existing work can be classified into the
following categories attack. which are classification by
vulnerability,classification by lists of terms, classification by
application, classification by multiple dimensions.
2.1 Classification by Vulnerability
Most attacks are exploited weaknesses in software and
hardware systems so the attack early classification is based
on weakness developed on the basis of the classification.
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory Landwehr et al [2]
according to the genesis of computer system security
vulnerabilities, the introduction of time and location in the
computer system of three aspects of the attack classification.
A summary of the classification is shown in Fig.1. This
classification helps system designers and application
developers design and development of secure systems.
Matt Bishop et al. [3] adopted a similar approach to
vulnerability classification and clarify the use of the program
features may be attacked. Zhang et al. [4] proposed a
privilege escalation vulnerabilities based on multidimensional quantification taxonomy attributes.
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Fig. 1. Attack classification by security vulnerabilities

2.2 Classification by Lists of Terms
Based on experience in terms of attack classification method
is the use of technical terms commonly used in the network
or social terms to describe the attack, and its classification.
This classification is single, a list of definitions of terms, and
is a popular and simple classification. Such a simple
classification lists only one term without classifying the
attacks.
Cohen et al [5] presented some terms for attack
classification based on experience term such as, Trojan horse
attack, forgery network information, posing, network
scanning, spilling email, logic bombs, and other types. The

classification method began to be used early attacks and
intrusion detection analysis, the connotation of the term due
to the lack of understanding of the attack, resulting in the
classification logic, science and hierarchy is not clear, is not
conducive to the understanding and application. In
particular, there is a new attack, the need to increase the
term, have poor scalability, and has not been widely used.
2.3 Classification by Application
Attack classification based applications is generally for
specific applications. Against certain types of attacks
described in detail the characteristics and properties to meet
the needs of specific areas, with greater use value. However,
this method can not be applied multiple applications.
Alvarez et al. [6] proposed an Web attack taxonomy
based on the life cycle of the attack. The classification from
10 classes to classify web attacks, every class of the attack
is divided into sub-categories. As shown in Fig. 2, the
classification method to study the life cycle of attack, well
reflects the process of attack, help to understand the nature
of the attack, scalability, and easy procedure attack encoded.

Fig. 2 .Classification of web attck [6]

Weaver et al. [7] proposed a classification of worm
attacks. Which classification by target discovery,
classification by propagation carrier, classification by the
activation mechanism, classification by payloads and
classification by attacker motivations. Propagation carrier,
activation,and the payloads are independent.

As shown in Fig.3, Anthony et al. [8] proposed a Denial
of service attack classification in wireless sensor networks.
The classification include 5 classes, which are the attacker,
the capabilities, the attack target, vulnerabilities, the result.

Fig. 3 Classification for Dos attacks in WSN[8]
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Mirkovic et al. [9] presented an attacks and defenses
classification for classifying denial-of-service attacks.
Classification criteria arethe weakness being used, degree of
automation, communication mechanisms, the impact on the
victim. These standards are an important feature of the

attack. Each categories of attack can be divided into several
sub-categories, such as victim category can be divided into
application, host, resource, network and infrastructure.The
description is shown in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. Classification of DDoS attack [9]

2.4 Classification by Multiple Dimensions
Most of attack have multiple stages with spatial and
temporal characteristics. Each stage has different
characteristics. Attacks can be described by more than one
property, a single property can not describe the
characteristics of the entire process in all stages of the attack.
Many existing studies are classified attack from different
dimensions. Some brief multidimensional classification
methods below.
Lough et al. [10] proposed the VERDICT (Valida-tion
Exposure Randomness Deallocation Improper Conditions
Taxono-my) based on the characteristics of the attack. Its
classification attack into four categories:
(1) Improper validation: the unauthorized access to
information or systems inadequate or incorrect
authentication.
(2) Improper exposure: the system or information is
incorrect leak, the attacker may be directly or indirectly
exploit the vulnerability.

(3) Improper randomness: randomness inadequate or
random incorrect result in the attacks. For example,
cryptography incorrect use of randomness.
(4) Improper deallocation: Information incorrect deleted
after use, are vulnerable to attack.
The VERDICT lacks of worms, Trojan horses, viruses
and other malicious code classification.
Howard et al. [11] presented a multi-dimensional
classification of computer and network attacks. The method
takes into account the attacker, tools, attacks motivated
attack targets. As Fig.5 shows, attack is divided into five
dimensions according to attack process: Attackers, Tools,
Access, Results and Objectives. Each dimension is further
divided, such as Attackers can be divided Hackers, Spies,
Terrorists, Corporate Raiders, Professional Criminals and
Vandals. We found that the classification is helpful for
understanding the attack process, but not very practical.

Fig.5 Howard‘s attack classification [11]
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Due to the complexity of the attack and mixed, result in
difficulties and the actual availability in the attack
classification. To this end, Hansman et al. [12] proposed the
attack classification method using four dimensions to
describe computer and network attacks, shown in Fig.6.
1st Dimension: Attack vector
2nd Dimension: Attack target

Attack Taxonomy
3rd Dimension: Vulnerabilities

automation, attack loss and defense. The ninth category in
the DMAT, classification by defense, is used to provide the
defender with instructions of how to defense an attack.
Compared to the existing taxonomies, our taxonomy
efficiently classifies complex attacks and guide the defender
to defense the possible attack. As shown in Figure 8 , our
proposed attack classification provides a comprehensive
analysis and detailed information of attack to support the
understanding of each attack classification, as well as a
representative overview of how various attacks in each
category. It is included important problem in the evaluating
effectiveness and usefulness of the defense.
4. Comparison of The Related Classifica-tion Method

4th Dimension: Attack effects

Fig. 6 Hansman‘s Attck classification

Richard et al. [13] proposed a multi-dimensional attack
classification method based on elevation of privilege, which
has been recognized by most researchers praise. Privileges
from the user elevating to root privileges is an example of
the effect of the attack. In the course of the attack, the
attacker usually plays the role of a certain user and the user
has the appropriate permissions set. From the general
visitors to the ordinary user, then the system administrator,
the attacker role changes, reflecting the impact of the attack
on the target system. As shown in Fig.7, the classification of
the attack into four categories:User-to-root (U2R), Remoteto-local (R2L), Denial-of-service (Dos) and Surveilance /
probe.
User to Root
Remote to Local
Attack Taxonomy
Denial of Service
Surveillance/Probe

Fig.7 Classification of Lincoln Lab in MIT

3. DMAT. A New Attack Taxonomy
The 1999 DARPA intrusion detection evaluations contained
58 different attack types. Based on the DARPA’s attack
types and new attacks, and applying attack classification
requirements and characteristics for a complete taxonomy,
we propose the Defense-oriented Multidimensional Attack
Taxonomy, DMAT. The DMAT regard defense as an attack
attributes, and take full account of the attack cost and loss.
We use nine categories to describe the characteristic of the
attack, which are attack target, attack impact, attack purpose,
attack cost, attack exploiting, attack source, attack
Table.1. Howard‘s Attck taxonomy
Attack
Tools
Code Red[14]
Wu-ftpd[15]

Script
N/A

Access

CVE-2001-0500
CVE-1999-0878

In this section, we will compare our DMAT to previous
classification described in Section 2. We will focus on how
our network and computer attack classification successfully
captured the attack information, and provide a defense and
countermeasures to prevent or quell a successful attack is
effective. By Red code and Wu-ftpd attack instances, we
will compare our classification method and previous
classification method, analysis their advantages and
disadvantages. Specific as shown in tab.1, tab.2, tab.3.
Howard’s classification is too simple to provide value
information in characterizing the attack; Hansman’s
classification provides basic attack information, which is
able capture more detail in comparison to Howard. Our
classification provides mpre information on what caused the
worm infection, and possible defense strategies a network
administrator can use to reduce the malware’s ability to
further propagate and cause damage.
For example ， Code Red was a computer worm and
attacked computers running Microsoft's IIS web server,
described in Microsoft Security Bulletin MS01-033, for
which a patch had been available a month earlier. The worm
spread itself using a common type of vulnerability known as
a buffer overflow. It did this by using a long string of the
repeated character 'N' to overflow a buffer, allowing the
worm to execute arbitrary code and infect the machine.
Kenneth D. Eichman was the first to discover how to block
it, and was invited to the White House for his discovery [16].
In our DMAT taxonomy，the source of Code Red is a local
network and external network.Code Red attack network by
using a long string of the repeated character 'N' to overflow a
buffer. Attack object is Windows IIS web server (version 4,
5, 6.0beta), using the configuration vulnerability CVE-20010500.Using the Stack buffer overflowor launched network
DoS attack. causing the system loss is very high. Attack
harmfulness larger, you can install the patch or close the IIS
service for defense. Using DMAT, if the first insertion was
alleviated, the Code Red worm would not be able to spread.

Results

Objectives

Stack Buffer Overflow& TCP packet
flooding

Damage

Buffer Overflows

Gain root privilege
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Table 2. Hansman‘s Attck taxonomy
Name
1st Dimension
Code
Red[14]
Wuftpd[15]

2nd Dimension

NetworkAwareWorm

IIS 4, 5, & 6.0 beta

Buffer Overflows

WU-FTPD daemon or its
derivatives

3rd
Dimension
CVE-20010500
CVE-19990878

4th Dimension
Stack Buffer Overflow& TCP packet
flooding DoS
Message File Buffer Overflow & Message
File Buffer Overflow

Attack taxonomy

By attack target
operating system
Windows

By attack impact
Password
attack
Guess the
password

Linux

Brute force

BSD

Buffer overflow

Solaris
Other

Attack position
Heap

DOS

P2P network
WSN network
LAN

Other

Benign worm

Application

Resource
consumption
Damage
type

Sever
DB
Web
Email

Trojan horse
Information
collection

Other

Infrastructure
Host device
Storage
devices
Peripheral
equipment
Network
device

Social
engineering
Electromagnetic
leakage
Other

Cable

Usability

Exception

Flaw
implementation

Resource
Exhausted

Damage level
High

Configuration hole

Deception

Middle

Other

Low

By attack cost
Cost

Unauthorized read
and write Data

Time cost
Software and
hardware cost
Professional
knowledge

Probe
Other

Risk cost
Cost level
High

Web attack

Middle

DDos

Router

Integrity

Design flaws

Network attack
Network
deception

DNS

Confidentiality

By attack exploiting

Effect

Root

Hijacking

User

Security attribute loss

Other

User

Sniffer

By the attack loss

Host sysem

Privilege elevation

Probe

FTP

Based
network

Local

ICMP flood

Distributed

Worm

Based host

External
network

UDP flood

Infected object
Boot sector

Passive
defence

By attack source

TCP flood

File type

WAN

Semiautomatic
Manual
operation

Based network

Virus

Active
defense

Automatic

Objective
Based host
Resource
Exhausted
Destructionre
sources

Stack

Network

By the Defense

By attack
automation

By attack purpose

Low

Other
Physical attack

Fig. 8. The DMAT attack taxonomy

Table 3. DMAT attck taxonomy
Attack
Attack
Attack impact
source

attack
target

Attack
Exploiting

Attack
automation

Attack
purpose

Code
Red[14]

Local&
external
network

Stack Buffer
Overflow& TCP
packet flooding

Windows
IIS web
server, 4,
5, 6.0 b

CVE2001-0500

Semiautomation

Dos

Wuftpd[15]

Local&
external
network

Stack Buffer
Overflow&Mapping_
chdir Buffer
Overflow

Unix
WUFTPD

CVE 1999-0878

Semiautomation

Gain
root
privilege

Attack
cost

Midlle

Low

Attack
loss

defense

High

Install the
patch or shut
down the IIS
service

High

Install the
patch or shut
down the
FTP service
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5. Conclusions

category; (c) we verify and analyses the DMAT ability to
network attacks.

Classification of network attack and defense is an important
network security research. In this paper we introduced and
analyzed previous most popular attack classifications.
Although most popular attack classifications provides an
content-rich baseline for cyber attack and defense. To solve
the problem that the existing attack taxonomy does not
consider the characteristics of attack and defensive strategic
interdependence. In this paper, we proposed a defenseoriented and multi-dimensional attack taxonomy method,
using a variety of relevant attributes of attack and defense as
classification. our proposed attack classification provides a
comprehensive analysis and detailed information of attack to
support the understanding of each attack classification, as
well as a representative overview of how various attacks in
each category. It is included important problem in the
evaluating effectiveness and usefulness of the defense.
Nevertheless, our work in attack classification and
analysis is still preliminary. Our approach has provided us
with the analysis results necessary to move forward to our
next steps which are defence attack. Several important
research issues need to be further explored. In particular, in
our future work (a) we would refine our attack taxonomy;
(b) we would investigate complete discription for every
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